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))d{l(w) = max:

L AiIIi(q).

(8.1)
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value production plan.
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LQ is said to be a p'rivate value
ith differential information, C, if
2 not all equal to zero), with

knowledge production plan is coalitional incentive compatible. Therefore,
it is of great importance if we know that there is also a way to distribute
the surplus (if there is any) in a manner that the contribution of each firm
is rewarded.
We now define for each Cournot game with differential information, C,
and for each set of weights, {Ai : i = 1, ... ,n}, the associated game with
side payments (I, V,X) (we also refer to this as a "transferrable profits" (TP)
game) as follows:
For each coalition ScI, let

V{(S)

Vn,Vi,
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i derived from the game (I , V1),

= max:
q

L Ai J7ri(qS(W), l\S(w))d{-L(w)

(8.2)

iES

poled information (where the in
!d information) value production

subject to
i) for each i, qi is I\i= 1 Fy-measurable.
The common knowledge value pTOduction plan can now be defined as in
definition (8. 1.2), except that we replace (8.1) by (8.2) and also replace VP
by VC.
Thus, in contrast to the private value production plan, we now require the
production plan within a coalition to be based on the common knowledge
information. Notice that the common knowledge value production plan is
coalitional incentive compatible. However, we cannot prove a general exis
tence theorem. In fact, if, for example, one firm has "trivial" information
and the other has "full" information, the common knowledge information
implies that the trivial information must be used and therefore the super
additivity condition of the function V{( · ) may be violated, i.e. , there can
exist coalitions S,T with SnT = I/) and V{(S) + V{(T) > V{(SUT).14 In
the proof of proposition 6.3, we present an example with two firms where
the Cournot-Nash equilibrium yields higher profits than collusion under
common knowledge information, which destroys the superadditivity condi
tion. This causes problems with the existence of a common knowledge value
production plan. Therefore, we cannot prove a general existence theorem
of a common knowledge value production plan.

:production plan

9

value production plan for the
m. The difference stems from the
production plans. It is an ana
We call it a common knowledge
on that is being used is the com
1 the previous section a common

Below ,ve give examples with two firms, with differential information, that
collude using the common knowledge information rule and the distribution
of profits is determined by a common knowledge value production plan.
These examples illustrate how the common knowledge production plan is
determined and also show that firms with superior information, while keep
ing the other cbaracteristics of the firms (i.e., marginal cost) fixed, have
higher Shapley value and higher share of the industry profits. The profits

:ted profits of each firm multiplied
pley value derived from the (TP)

)n 8.1.2 is that the private value
profits for firm i are greater than
;ournot-Nash game). This follows
is superadditive for all
e (I,
12

Vn

stence result of this section.

: i = 1",. ,n} be a Cournot game
,tions (A.l)- (A.2).

e.Tists in C.
the lines of Krasa and Yannelis

16),1',169.
Klt examine it. thuroughly.

Examples

14See Kmsit alld Yanll elis (1996), p.177, for lllore details,

